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HAWATT TO EL-BADAR 
 
HAWATT MICHAEL HAWATT 
EL-BADAR TALAL EL-BADAR 
 

HAWATT: Hello. 

EL-BADAR: [Peace upon you]. 

HAWATT: [Also upon you] how are you Talal? 

EL-BADAR: Not bad [uncle], how are you? 

HAWATT: [Praise to god] thanks for the - for the car. 

EL-BADAR: No worries. 

HAWATT: and the work you’ve done on it for us. 

EL-BADAR: Ay? 

HAWATT: How much do I owe you? 

EL-BADAR: You owe me? 

HAWATT: Yeah for the - for the work (UNINTELLIGIBLE) done? 

EL-BADAR: Nothing. 
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HAWATT: No - no - no. I got to - how much?  I'm serious. 

EL-BADAR: Nothing [swear to god] nothing. 

HAWATT: Also I need the registration papers, did you organize? 

EL-BADAR: Yeah - yeah he told me to pick it up yesterday I didn’t end up going I think you 
have until the 20th so what I'll do I'll pick it up [god willing] the next - hopefully 
today actually. 

HAWATT: Okay if you can that'd be great, but I have to pay you the money ah. 

EL-BADAR: Yeah - no - no you don’t, I don’t want nothing. 

HAWATT: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) want nothing (UNINTELLIGIBLE) all the work -  

EL-BADAR: (Laughs) [Praise to god]. 

 HAWATT: Thanks for that Talal, I appreciate it.  

EL-BADAR: No worries [uncle], no your welcome [of course]. 

HAWATT: (INAUDIBLE) 

EL-BADAR: Alright [uncle]. 

HAWATT: What's the latest, anything been happening on your end (INAUDIBLE)? 
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EL-BADAR: Sorry? 

HAWATT: How did you go with Spiro finally? 

EL-BADAR: Yeah no he was good, it was good, no, it was all good.  No – [he, now I know] why 
he was being a bit hard because of that Australian the donkey] (unintelligible)….. 

HAWATT: Yeah I think he wants to show (INAUDIBLE) -  

EL-BADAR: ….[He just wanted to look good] 

HAWATT: Yeah. 

EL-BADAR: I don’t know - he's trying to yeah [that’s why he was] a bit hard because of the 
[Australian donkey]. 

HAWATT: Yeah but he’s okay, you got everything. 

EL-BADAR: Yeah na - na - it’s all good, [praise to god] thank you very much [uncle]. 

HAWATT: That's alright no problems. 

EL-BADAR: [All is well, god willing] today I'll call you [god willing] when I get that pink slip 
[god willing]. 

HAWATT: Okay we'll talk later. 
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EL-BADAR: Alright, yeah [uncle, yeah god willing]. 

HAWATT: [Give my regards] bye. 

EL-BADAR: [Peace upon you, god be with you]. 

HAWATT:  Bye. 

CALL ENDS 
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